
Vehicle Status Monitor
▼ Vehicle Status Monitor

1. Select “Information” on the Home screen to display the vehicle status monitor.

2. Select “Vehicle Status Monitor”.

You can customize settings in the setup display as follows:

Item Explanation

Vehicle Warning Messages
If there is a problem with the vehicle, information about the problem is

displayed.

Next Service

The next maintenance period is displayed.

Date

The date manually set by the customer is displayed.

Distance

If “Next Service Date” is set to “Automatic”

The “Distance Until Oil Change” content is displayed.

If “Next Service Date” is set to “Manual”

The travelled distance manually set by the customer is displayed.

However, when any of the following conditions is met, the “Distance Un-

til Oil Change” content is displayed.

x You have not set the travelled distance.

x “Distance Until Oil Change” is shorter than the travelled distance set

by the customer.

Information

Information
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Item Explanation

Maintenance De-

tails

Distance Until

Oil Change
The travelled distance until engine oil needs to be replaced is displayed.

Next Service The next maintenance period manually set by the customer is displayed.

Tyre pressure

monitor

The current tyre pressure can be checked.

1. When tyre pressures were last modified

2. Air pressure of each tyre

3. Condition of each tyre

x When air pressure is low: Yellow color

x When air pressure is correct: Blue color

x When air pressure cannot be monitored: Black color

4. Tyre pressure units

 

NOTE
x While the tyre pressure monitoring system is learning the tyre positions,

such as immediately after a tyre position has been changed, the tyre
pressure at the tyre position prior to it being changed is displayed until
the system completes the learning. For this reason, the tyre pressures
displayed for the tyre positions may be different from the actual tyre
pressures at the tyre positions.

x The air pressure displayed on the display may be different from the val-
ue measured using an air pressure gauge.

x The display units for the tyre pressures can be changed.
Refer to Settings on page 7-2.

Vehicle Mainte-

nance Settings

Next Service

Date

The method of setting the next maintenance can be selected from the fol-

lowing.

x Automatic

x Manual

Set Next Service

Date

If “Next Service Date” is set to “Manual”, the next maintenance date can

be set.

Set Next Service

Distance

If “Next Service Date” is set to “Manual”, the travelled distance until the

next maintenance period can be set.

Reset Oil Change

Distance

The “Distance Until Oil Change” content can be reset.

After replacing the engine oil, perform the reset (engine oil data resetting)

of the recorded value in this item.

Information

Information
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